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Abstract
Complex software systems are drafted, specified, and implemented in cooperation of all stakeholders.
A shared understanding of requirements is important in all phases. However, requirements engineers,
customers, developers, testers, and other stakeholders do not have a shared understanding of requirements
due to insufficient communication. To solve this problem, this paper proposes to use videos to facilitate
stakeholder involvement in requirements engineering. The basic idea is to use vision videos and test
videos in requirements engineering with the help of testing techniques. A vision video visualises a
future software system with a motivation and an envisioned solution. Requirement engineers use vision
videos to elicit testable requirements from stakeholders and then validate the elicited requirements. A
test video shows test executions of a software under development. Developers use test videos for (1)
clarification of misunderstood requirements among development team and (2) eliciting new requirements
and collecting feedback from stakeholders. Experiments and case studies are planned to check the
effectivity or efficiency of these methods. The testability of a software is shaped at the beginning
through defining testable requirements. During development, these requirements are updated through
stakeholders’ feedback. Hence, using video in requirements engineering ensures software quality.
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1. Introduction

A successful working software should fulfil complex requirements from different stakeholders.
Creating and maintaining a shared understanding of requirements among these stakeholders is
challenging. The first challenge is before the software development. Requirements engineers
are often not familiar with a domain, where customers come from. Customers may use do-
main definitions which requirements engineers misunderstand. Customers usually have little
knowledge about the software technologies. Requirements engineers may talk about software
technologies which customers do not understand. Because of this symmetry of ignorance [1],
requirements engineers and customers cannot have the same understanding of requirements.
The second challenge is during the software development, Spillner et al. [2] point out that
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developers, testers, and users have different opinions on categorising a software behaviour into
a bug or a feature. Studies [3, 4] in the recent decades show the missing communication between
development and test teams. Testers cannot understand the expected behaviours because of
missing involvement in defining requirements specification [5].

The purpose of this work is to use video to shape shared understanding of requirements
among stakeholders. To address the first challenge, vision videos have been proposed to
visualise a future software. This video contains a motivation and a visionary solution for the
software. Karras et al. [6] have proposed production guidelines of vision videos. Instead of
focusing on creation of vision videos, this work proposes that requirements engineers use a
vision video to elicit and validate requirements. To address the second challenge, this research
explores to use test videos from Graphical User Interface (GUI) tests for communication about
software behaviours. This work applies the usage of test videos for developments where tests
are available in the early stage. This work use existing tests to create test videos. A development
team shows the test video in the team or with other stakeholders. Requirements are reviewed
and communicated by viewing the video. Moreover, this work explores tracing between a
vision video and a test video. The development team checks (1) if all envisioned requirements
from a vision video are implemented or considered in a test video and (2) if each implemented
functionality is consistent with the vision.

This work is organised as follows: Section 2 lists related work. Research questions and
methods are explained in Section 3. Achievements so far and further research plan are presented
in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this research.

2. Related Work

In Requirements Engineering (RE). videos are created and used which can visualise visionary
scenarios of a future software [7, 8]. To create a model for a software that is not yet implemented,
Creighton et al. [7] propose a video-based methodology for requirements development. In an
experiment, Brill et al. [8] explore to create videos and compare videos with use cases. The
results show that customers tend to confirm or correct more basic requirements (in Kano
model) with videos than use cases. For creating vision videos, Karras and Schneider [6] propose
guidelines. Instead of video creation, this work focuses on video usage.

Videos are also used in capturing GUI interactions. For debugging, Pham et al. [9] record
GUI tests and trace video to test code. By using the video viewer in a company, two developers
mention that the debugging is faster. Shi and Schneider [10] follow this concept and propose to
highlight GUI interactions. Similarly, Karras et al. [11] use videos to record GUI interactions
based on mock ups. They claim that the video can help developers understand system usage
better than static mock ups. This work proposes to use test video not only for testers and
developers, but also for end-users, marketing people, and other stakeholders to communicate
about requirements.

Requirements should fulfil quality-related criteria to be testable. Generally, Robertson [12]
sets the quality gateway to ensure accurate requirements which are for clear communication
in design and implementation. Concretely, Robertson and Robertson [13] suggest to use an
requirement shell to write an requirement. The “Fit Criteria” field in the requirement shell



defines how to test the requirement, i.e. how a system should behave. This work follows this
principle and considers testability of requirements in elicitation and validation by using vision
videos.

Involving test activities into RE is mentioned in many works [14, 15, 16]. Uusitalo et al. [14]
investigate challenges and benefits of the practices in an industrial interview and a literature
review. They argue that implicit information is made clear and accessible by defining require-
ments with testers. Bjarnason et al. [15] suggest that developers and testers define testable
requirements together. In addition, they find the early user testing is important because feedback
can be collected early and considered in development. Unterkalmsteiner et al. [16] define the
alignment of RE and software testing (ST) as “the adjustment of RE and ST efforts for coordinated
functioning and optimised product development”. They underline the need for alignment and
propose a taxonomy to classify methods of alignment. This work concentrates on using test
practices in RE and proposes concrete video usage methods.

3. Research Method

This work aims to use videos for facilitating communication about requirements. Figure 1 shows
RE activities where videos can be used. Related Research Questions (RQ) are marked in Fig. 1
and will be explained in this section.

Firstly, this work proposes to use vision videos for elicitation and validation of testable
requirements. In this work, testable requirements should be understandable, accurate and
complete for communication. This paper proposes to use a template of acceptance criteria to
formulate testable requirements, while viewing a vision video. The requirements are written in
natural language and contain elements of a test case: preconditions, actions with inputs, and
expected results. The requirement format is chosen for the following reasons: (1) stakeholders
can understand the requirements and give feedback; (2) accurate descriptions can be specified
in inputs of the actions and (3) complete requirements are ensured by specifying all test case
elements. This work asks:

• RQ1: How to use vision videos to elicit testable requirements effectively?
• RQ2: How to use vision videos to validate the elicited testable requirements efficiently?

Effectiveness in RQ1 is defined as elicitation of accurate and complete requirements. Efficiency
in RQ2 is defined as validation in short time and with necessary minimal communication effort.
For RQ1 and RQ2, this work focuses on functional and quality requirements. We want to
conduct empirical experiments to answer these questions.

Secondly, this work suggests to use the test video to communicate about requirements
during development. Test videos are generated while executing GUI tests. These tests can be
written from testable requirements, which are elicited and validated through vision videos. GUI
tests are also available at the early stage of a development if a team chooses the test-driven
development (TDD) or applies TDD during development (e.g. behaviour-driven development,
BDD). This research will create test videos by executing existing GUI tests, and use the test
video to help testers and developers understand requirements. Among development teams,
testers and developers communicate about requirements with test videos. Additionally, the
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Figure 1: The use of vision video and test video in RE. (Based on Fig. 1 from Brill et al. [8]) Requirement
engineers use a vision video for eliciting requirements from stakeholders (RQ1). Requirement engineers
use a vision video to validate the elicited requirements (RQ2). A test video is created during a GUI
test execution. Testers and developers communicate about requirements by using the test video in
verification (RQ3 & 4). In validation and negotiation, stakeholders can see the test video and give their
feedback (RQ3). Lastly, the vision video and the test video are used together for tracing (RQ5).

test video serves as a demonstration of the software under development. Stakeholders can give
feedback on that, thus requirements can be updated during development. This paper asks:

• RQ3: How to use test videos to activate communication between stakeholders for a
shared understanding of requirements?

Experiments will check how a test video helps different stakeholders, concretely following
evaluation questions (EQ):

• EQ1: How do test videos help testers find a defect?
• EQ2: How do test videos help developers understand a reported defect?
• EQ3: How do test videos help stakeholders find inconsistencies in implementation?
• EQ4: How do test videos help stakeholders find missing requirements?

For EQ1 and EQ2, a test video shows a failed GUI test. For EQ1, testers review the video
for debugging. For EQ2, developers receive a test video as a defect report from testers. Two
reasons are possible for the test failure: (1) the test failure reveals a real defect (error in source
code); (2) testers misunderstand requirements and write incorrect specified test code. Hence,
understanding defect in EQ2 means that a developer can differentiate between error in source
code and incorrect specified test code. For EQ3 and EQ4, a test video shows a successful GUI



test. EQ3 and EQ4 focus on stakeholders who are not directly involved in development, such as
customers, end-users, and designers.

Thirdly, this work explores to use vision videos and test videos for the alignment of RE with
ST, i.e., use test practices in RE. Based on RQ3, this work focuses on testing in agile or hybrid
software development, e.g., TDD, BDD. Based on test activities in this development, we propose
to conduct video generation when successful GUI tests are available.

For vision videos, answers of RQ1 and RQ2 already apply test practices in RE. For test videos,
this work asks:

• RQ4: How to use test practices in RE with the help of a test video?

Besides regular development steps, this research embeds video creation and application steps
in-between. Stakeholders who participate in communication by using the test video will be
defined, e.g., developers show end-users the test video and ask for feedback from end-users.

Lastly, if a vision video and a test video are used in a software project, it is meaningful to
investigate:

• RQ5: How to use a vision video and a test video together for tracing requirements?

For RQ4 and RQ5, case studies in industrial or academical settings are planned. Subjective
opinions will be collected in interviews and coded. Quantitative metrics can be collected
according to the Goal Question Metric method (GQM) [17].

4. Proposed Solution and Plan

For viewing vision video, a web tool ViViPlayer has been developed in a student software project.
ViViPlayer is used to replay a vision video in segmented shots and to collect requirements
and feedback for each shot. In a current preliminary study, participants view vision videos in
ViViPlayer and write acceptance criteria. A semi-structured natural language Gherkin is used
to formulate acceptance criteria, i.e. testable requirements. We assume that the structure of
Gherkin could help make the requirements explicit. Reason of the assumption is: Although a
vision video shows the requirements, they could be implicit presented and not be elicited. Hence,
the structure of Gherkin could help make the requirements explicit. According to feedback of
this preliminary study, we will enhance ViViPlayer and design a new experiment to answer
RQ1 and RQ2.

To create and replay a test video which is linked to test code, another tool suite ScreenTracer
is further implemented and extended [9, 10, 18]. EQ1 is checked in a preliminary experiment
among testers in a company [18, 19]. Coding results [19] show that the highlight function helps
reveal position of defects accurately and explicitly. Another experiment among developers is
planned for checking EQ2.

Shi and Schneider [20] have presented a concept of creation and usage of a test video in
development in an RE section meeting of German Computer Science Society. Mönnich [21] has
concretised the concept and conducted an online experiment to check EQ3. Results show that
test videos can help participants recognise inconsistencies between given requirements and
demonstrated functionalities in the videos easily. For EQ4, this work plans to use requirement



documentations (e.g. specifications, user stories) with a test video to help stakeholders find
missing requirements. RQ3 will be answered based on answers of all evaluation questions.

A test video is demonstrated to stakeholders for giving feedback about implemented software
or generating new requirements. Stakeholders who are not directly involved in development,
e.g., user experience designer, end-user, marketing personal, can give valuable feedback. Mön-
nich [21] presents how this concept applies in BDD. Further adaptations of the concept and
the ScreenTracer are planned for the real project setting. A survey can be conducted among
practitioners to investigate what benefits and constraints the approaches of using test video
can bring and what success criteria should be. A case study will be conducted to evaluate the
approaches in the perspective of development teams according to the survey result. A complete
concept and results of the case study will answer RQ4.

For RQ5, a literature research is planned to check existing practices of tracing requirements
between textual specifications and tests. These practices will be analysed for applicability in a
vision video and a test video. Specifications can be extracted from a vision video, while test
code is linked with a test video. A preliminary study is planned to evaluate applied practices in
a student software project or laboratory. The study will check (1) which requirements shown
as visionary scenarios in the vision video are implemented, changed, or ignored; and (2) if all
implemented functionalities in the test video are in accordance with the project vision shown in
the vision video. A semi-automatic method of tracing will be explored to conduct these checks.

In summary, this research has following next steps: Experiment design, conduction and
further steps for (1) RQ1 and RQ2, (2) EQ2, (3) EQ4; and (4) Conception, survey, and case study
for RQ4; (5) Literature research and preliminary study for RQ5.

The proposed solution has following contributions to existing literature: (1) Concrete usage
methods of vision videos and test videos are proposed in elicitation, verification, validation,
and negotiation in RE; (2) Software quality is ensured by defining testable requirements and
communicating about them; (3) Dedicated user studies are planned to check the feasibility of
proposed concepts in real project settings.

A challenge of the plan would be the difficulty finding a company, if an industrial case
study will be conducted to answer RQ4. Due to privacy issues, companies may not willing
to share their requirements with researchers. This challenge should be overcome by active
communication in conferences for possible contacts. Another challenge is the tight time budget
(i.e. approximately two years) for the whole research. This challenge should be solved by (1)
regular report with supervisor and (2) cooperation with students and partners.

5. Conclusion

This research uses video as a communication medium in RE to share the same understanding of
requirements between stakeholders. Vision videos are used in RE to activate communication and
the usage makes tacit knowledge explicit (i.e. as testable requirements) for all stakeholders. Test
videos are created from test executions and used to (1) align the understanding of requirements
among developers and testers and (2) involve stakeholders in development. The tracing between
a vision video and a test video can help a project leader inform the current project status and
make a decision. A good software quality is ensured before and during development. Vision



videos and test videos help shape a shared understanding of requirements and maintain a good
software quality throughout development.
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